Most of us want similar things: good schools for our children, a healthy family, and safe neighborhoods. But for more than four decades, big corporations have not been paying their fair share, leaving California’s school funding falling behind. California now has the most overcrowded classrooms in the U.S. and some of the worst ratios of counselors, librarians, and nurses per student. Schools & Communities First ensures that our schools and communities come first – with the resources to educate all of our kids and the services to support all of our families. It closes commercial property tax loopholes benefiting a fraction of corporations and wealthy investors, without affecting homeowners or renters, and reclaims $12 billion every year to fund world-class schools and strengthen local economies to lift up all Californians. It’s time to invest in California’s future.

WHAT DOES SCHOOLS AND COMMUNITIES FIRST DO?

- **RECLAIMS** over $12 billion per year for K-12 schools, community colleges, and local communities.
- **CLOSES** commercial property tax loopholes and ends shady schemes that big corporations and wealthy investors use to avoid paying their fair share of property taxes.
- **PROTECTS** all homeowners and renters by maintaining tax protections for ALL residential property.
- **ENSURES** strict accountability so that money goes directly to our students and communities.
- **INVESTS** in educating all of our kids and in the vital services necessary to support our families and communities.
- **PROVIDES** one of the largest tax incentives in a generation to spur new investment in small businesses.
- **LEVELS** the playing field for all the businesses that already pay their fair share.
- **PROTECTS** all homeowners and renters by maintaining tax protections for ALL residential property.

Join a powerful and growing coalition of labor unions, small business owners, elected officials, teachers, students, housing advocates, social justice groups, and faith-based organizations in supporting the first structural and equitable tax reform in four decades.

HELP QUALIFY SCHOOLS & COMMUNITIES FIRST FOR THE NOVEMBER 2020 BALLOT:

1. Collect petition signatures
2. Spread the word to friends and family
3. Follow the campaign on social media @Schools1stCA
4. Donate to help power our movement

Paid for by Schools and Communities First - Sponsored by a Coalition of Social Justice Organizations Representing Families and Students. Committee major funding from:

- Chan Zuckerberg Advocacy (Nonprofit (501(c)(4))
- The San Francisco Foundation
- California Teachers Association

Funding details at http://fppc.ca.gov
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